
OPIRG BROCK  
2018-2019 AGENDA 

 
MEETING LOGISTICS 

Date: February 11th, 2018 Time: 2-4pm Location: Fine Grind 
 
Facilitator: Lindsay Minute Taker: Kaitlyn Mood Minder: Hamza 
 
Participants: ____________________________________________________________ 
 

AGENDA 
 
**PLEASE PUT YOUR NAME IN BRACKETS NEXT TO ANYTHING YOU ADD TO THE AGENDA  
 

Regular items 

1. Introduction to meeting: Land acknowledgement, Labour acknowledgement, Accessibility Notes, 

Review of Group Norms 

2. Check-in/go around: Names, pronouns, icebreakers (if needed) 

3. Review of the agenda 

4. Approval of previous meeting’s minutes 

Approved 

5. Clearing of the air 

- Scheduling for meetings (posting facebook events, updating website ect.) 

Suggestion; consistency meetings at Fine Grind, and Brock University; 

Missing Link; word isn’t getting out there 

            Li – schedule for facilitate  

  Follow-up with Katilyn for facilitator schedule/roles 

 - Training for HR; Zina from Provincial; local CUPE 

  Mary Jo union training for new employees 

  Follow-up with training email Mary Jo + Alicia 

6. Items brought forward: 

- Update on Referendum  

Four days left; Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Voting (ends 9:00 PM) 

Yes Side – worried and admitted we will win this referendum. 

Questions?  

                  Q. Will the community be a part of this referendum? (Making statements) 

A. Focus has been on the students.  

Q. Could someone follow-up with businesses in the area? 

 A. Yes. NoNa 
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Proposal: 

 

BUSU cancel referendum if; 

- Online opt-outs + funding will increase according to CPI + sunset clause (every 5 

years OPIRG Brock goes to referendum)  

Can we negotiate the proposal further? 

A. Possibly yes, looking at Brock Press Sunset clause and see what the parameters 

are for that. 

Point of Clarification:  

Can they still send us to referendum? A. Yes, any time they want.  

Base Qs.  

  What if BUSU runs an online opt out campaign? 

No legalities are clear, Faisal following up with that on Monday? 

Discussion: 

- Adapt MOU for what we would like to see in the contract.  

- No response until Faisal gives us the information. 

- Negotiation either way + Lawyer to review the content and terms    

- Friday Faisal another peace meeting; investigative/assessment process instead of 

referendum 

- Consider other possibilities ex. Monthly meeting between VPEA and OPIRG Brock 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; Faisal is the interim GM due to Chris Green no longer 

being employed.  

- Less concern with the 5-year referendum; they are going to do what they want to do 

no matter the process, saying we go to RLIC means we are going to referendum. 

- Potential to agree, however, echo the need for a lawyer to look over it. 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; quorum stay the same, stipulations of current contract stay 

the same, only adding things. 

- Cost involved with online opt-out, process to be determined (ex. People come to pick 

up money after opting-out) 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; are there any more debates upcoming? A. Yes. 

- Using this as a strategy to say we are not negotiating, online opt-out does not make 

any sense 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; our existing MOU does say “only” optout in person 

therefore will need to change the word of original contract. 

- If we control the advertising of it and list generation, they can be responsible for the 

finances, act as a middle man to facilitate the return of funding  

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; sunset clause 
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- They can not put us to referendum without a piece to educate them on what is OPIRG 

Brock 

RESPONSE; currently BUSAC must decide whether we go to referendum and this is 

something they will not change. 

- Create a positive relationship with BUSU and them owing us labour  

 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; is it possible to have in MOU come to our events and 

meetings, and future collaboration on these programming? 

RESPONSE; Yes, the previous MOU did have these stipulations. It is in the Google 

Drive. 

CONCERN; MOU made and was consented upon previously. Nervous about sunset 

clause. Extra considerations; those who opt-out cannot vote of the fee. Also, third party 

review standing with BUSAC for organizations to have yearly check-ins and updates. We 

will not be able to meet the online opt-outs at this time. Procedure in place to protect us 

from going to referendum and touching the quorum.  

Proposal; write a procedure that may look like a third-party fee review committee to gain 

updates on organizations such as OPIRG Brock, Brock Press. This means this process 

would need to be started in September. 

Process: points for the contract come out before 8PM, lawyer review tomorrow, Kathleen 

to the lawyer, tell BUSU taken points into consideration and sent contract the lawyer 

expects in the next few days.  

 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; If they violate our MOU are there any repercussions for 

them other than suing (costly and timely process)? If complicated, how can we be 

assured they will follow their own process? They hardly have cooperated in the past.  

Recommend; keep the MOU simple + don’t let BUSU set up the timeline for this highlight 

the fact that we are undergoing the consensus process. 

 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; where does everyone stand on these stipulations?  

Recommend; there is a lot of Hate at BUSU for OPIRG Brock, that setting up this 

contract will settle that hate. Been trying to build this relationship for so long that this will 

be a good thing for our organization. We must take responsibility that our student union is 

not perfect. Sending out a draft. 

Response; are we voting on this? I want us to wait for this on Monday. We have already 

sent them a draft that we consented and prepared-> we can resend them the document 

we wrote, and this is our act of good faith for the time being.  
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We are reaching consensus over whether we agree to the following three items: 

Go around with consensus |  

- Funding increase [sustainable funding]; consensus + indifference 

POINT OF CLARIFICATION; GSA Funding off the table for OPIRG Brock |counter| 

impossible third party is CFS.     

 

- Online opt-out; nervous about the counter from BUSU (do not trust) but going online 

provides accessibility + need control over the procedure and process + easier to 

campaign + clause complete control over advertising and informally offering this piece 

and will not rush the wording on the MOU (responsibility to consensus process) + need 

to have one for Hamilton campus + deadline (two – four weeks a semester) + tech shut 

downs + Vanessa will need to overview and see how it will go in the budget + P of C we 

can do both the in-person and online + don’t believe that online opt-out is a lot of money 

+ form online for receiving documents would be free + would need to discuss with the 

Finance department to transfer the money back to the students or BUSU to facilitate the 

money to the students  

 

Proposal- Research financial feasibility of online opt-out. If feasible move forward, if not 

return to process to define procedure, under the condition that OPIRG Brock maintains 

complete control over advertising. CONSENSUS 

  

- Sunset Clause (cancelling our MOU every five campaign to be funded); five-year sunset 

clause. BLOCKED 

 

Proposal-  

OPIRG Brock agrees to attend review committee to undergo a formal evaluation and 

procedure to provide accountability and transparency for future students every five-years. 

This committee will be comprised of a student at large, member of BUSAC, member of 

OPIRG Brock, and community member. The report must be presented to BUSAC and 

BUSU councillors and executives, in addition to, OPIRG Brock. To take OPIRG Brock to 

RPOC at any time, this procedure must be followed in that academic year. CONSENSUS 

 

APPROVED:  

In addition, 50% of public OPIRG Brock meetings must be attended by BUSU/BUSAC 

executives/councillors.  
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- Trello training 

Kaitlyn and Iman will be giving the training.  

7.Staff reports 

Kerry – send online  

Manchari – send online 

 

8. Board reports 

 
 

9. New Items:  

 CFBU and SJC referendums to the agenda 

A student must collect the signatures – needs to be done by BoD or student.  

Propose: Kerry + Board (Lindsay) meet with Ripley to see how she feels. 

 

 Opt-in/outs for the rest of the semester 

 Finding a CRO 

 Elections and filling the board 

 Manchari & my event proposal for the rest of the semester  

 Next steps of the referendum 

 Faisal's proposal 

 Plan going forward for credit cards 

 
MOVING ONLINE FOR CONSENSUS 
February 

 Button-design competition 
 QPOC potluck 
 Opt-ins/ outs (OPIRG Brock drop-in hours) 

 *One day a week at MIW 
 Applying activism on campus roundtable 
 Free store drop-offs/ partnership with Brock Pride 
 Referendum volunteer appreciation 

 

March  
 

 Anti-oppression training for volunteers & Action Groups 
 Consensus training for volunteers & Action Groups 
 OPIRG Brock Board elections 
 QPOC potluck 
 Opt-ins/ outs (OPIRG Brock drop-in hours) 

 *One day a week at MIW 
 CFBU Referendum 
 Applying activism on campus roundtable 
 Free store drop-offs/ partnership with Brock Pride 
 Volunteer appreciation 
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 Office launch 
 OPIRG Awareness Day (partnership with OPIRG McMaster at Hamilton campus) 

 Would allow an opt-out option for Hamilton campus 
 OPIRG Awareness Day (partnership with OPIRG McMaster at Brock campus) 

 Would allow an opt-out option at McMaster medical students at Brock 

 
Action Groups & Board Social - to add hamza 

April 
 QPOC potluck 
 Opt-ins/ outs (OPIRG Brock drop-in hours) 

 *One day a week at MIW 
 Applying activism on campus roundtable 
 AGM 
 Free store drop-offs/ partnership with Brock Pride 
 Volunteer Appreciation 
 End of year party? 

Consensus training - Hamza 

 

10. Next Week 

 

 


